
MONTGOMERY COUNTY 

CLASSIFICATION 

SPECIFICATION: 

0/31/12  Pay Grade 43

CLASS TITLE:   GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM TECHNICIAN   II   CODE:   84112 

MAJOR AGENCIES:  BCC PAGE   _1_OF     1 _ 

CLASS CONCEPT: The purpose of the Geographic Information System (GIS) Technician under the direction of the GIS Supervisor is to work with Geographic Information System 

(GIS) software system and programs in order create and maintain data and/or maps that can be combined with geographically referenced data (e.g. alterations to charts, schematics, graphs 

and/or maps) to keep records currents.  

RANK JOB DUTIES MAJOR WORKER CHARACTERISTICS 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Utilizes Geographic Information System (GIS) software to map new or make revisions to 

features of the County water and sewer systems based on construction drawings or field 

information. Features include but are not limited to water/sewer lines, fire hydrants, meters 

locations, lift/pump stations, valves and water towers. Inputs asset information using GIS 

map and database application including elevation and project details. Prepares specialized 

maps using SQL queries to make conclusions, identify inconsistencies and show features 

graphically. Joins information such as cadastral data, customer information, and topography 

to create thematic maps. Utilizes QA/QC tools to determine lacking or incorrect data making 

edits according to information acquired by researching drawings and databases. Keeps 

various reports as required.  

Creates detailed CAD construction drawings and floor plans from engineer’s design and/or 

field notes according to rules, regulations and standards. Prepares charts, schematics and 

graphs showing statistical data using CAD or other applications. Verifies as-built drawings 

are correct using inspector’s notes, GPS and filed information. 

Participates in field surveys by assisting others or using total station, global positioning 

system (GPS), or other surveying equipment. Uploads and downloads information to the GIS 

software for use with the GPS. Performs calculations to determine grade, cut/fill, and 

elevations. Retrieves and interprets information on assets. Adds County utilities to prints 

received for street or storm improvements. Uses County GIS system to gather information on 

parcels for engineering studies and easements. 

Provides and explains information to customers, contractors, plumbers other utilities, 

government agencies and construction crews. Interacts with other agencies (e.g. exports data, 

assures Mylar drawings are received). 

(Performs Related Duties As Required) 

Knowledge of 10(safety practices), 18(engineering (civil)), 21(social sciences 

(physical geography), 22 (information technology (GIS, database, SQL, CAD); 

Skills in 29(data entry, equipment operation (surveying computer, plotter)); 

Ability to 30e(carry out instructions in written, oral or picture form), 30f (deal 

with problems involving several variables in familiar context), 30g(understand 

system of mechanical or other procedures), 30i(deal with variety of variables in 

somewhat unfamiliar context) , 30l (define problems, collect data, establish 

facts & draw valid conclusions), 30o(understand somewhat abstract field of 

study (e.g., physics, chemistry, math)), 30p(deal with non- verbal symbols in 

formulas, equations or graphs),31b(read, copy & record figures accurately), ; 

31f(use algebra), , 31g(use geometry & trigonometry), 31h(use statistical 

analysis), 32j(copy material accurately & recognize grammatical & spelling 

errors), 32k(complete routine forms), 32l(maintain accurate records), 

32q(understand manuals & verbal instructions, technical in nature), 32r(prepare 

meaningful, concise & accurate reports), 32t(use proper research methods in 

gathering data), 33d(check pairs of items that are similar or dissimilar, 

33e(gather, collect & classify information about data, people or things), 

34b(work alone on most tasks), 34c(cooperate with co-workers on group 

projects), 34d(answer routine telephone inquiries from public), 

35e(demonstrate dexterity to use hands &/or feet skillfully)  

(*Developed After Employment) 

UNUSUAL WORKING 

CONDITIONS: 

May be exposed to construction 

and adverse weather conditions; 

requires travel throughout county 

MINIMUM CLASS REQUIREMENTS: (Including License, If Any) 

HS Diploma plus 4 years of GIS experience and a GIS Certificate from an accredited college; 

Associate’s Degree in GIS or related field plus 2 years of experience or Bachelor’s in GIS or 

related field. Must possess a valid driver’s license.  (Other Evidences May Be Substituted) 

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT: 

Maintenance of certification 

requirements as noted in minimum 

qualifications; renewal of Ohio 

Driver’s License 


